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Enhanced photochemistry through optical cavity design
The fate of excited-state atoms
or molecules in optical cavities
is of particular interest due to
the ability of the optical cavity
to effect the radiative properties
of the embedded atom or mol-
ecule.1 Purcell’s prediction that
the rates of radiative processes
are proportional to the optical
density of states has been dem-
onstrated with many optical
resonator designs.2

Sandoghdar and cowork-
ers, for example, demonstrated
changes in the fluorescence
lifetime of europium ions uni-
formly doped in silica spheres.3

In their experiment, the fluores-
cence lifetime of individual
spheres—with diameters rang-
ing from 100nm to 2µm—was
measured using a combination
atomic force/confocal micro-
scope. Their results confirmed
predictions by Chew that dyes
embedded in spheres smaller
than the wavelength of light
(sub-wavelength spheres) expe-
rience an overall inhibition in
their radiative rate.4 Further-
more, the effect of the spheri-
cal cavity on embedded dyes is
rather independent of the radial
position of the dye inside these
sub-wavelength spheres. By
comparison, the radial position
has a dramatic effect on the ra-
diative rate of a dye embedded
in larger microspheres (i.e.
whispering-gallery-mode reso-
nators).

From a chemistry perspec-
tive, the ability to tune the rates
of excited-state relaxation path-
ways is very appealing. For example, the quan-
tum yield of a particular photochemical pro-
cess is equal to the rate of the process divided
by the sum of all competing rates. Thus, inhi-

Figure 1. Typical silica spheres grown via the Stober process.

Figure 2. Reaction showing the acid-functionalized ruthenium dye covalently attached to
the spheres via amide bond formation facilitated by dicyclohexylcarbodiimide (DCC).

photochemical ruthenium
dye—Ru(bipy)

3
Cl

2
—was at-

tached to various sub-wave-
length spheres. The silica
spheres used in our experi-
ment were grown via the
standard Stober method.5 In
this method, a tetra-
alkoxysilane (e.g. tetra-
ethylorthosilicate, TEOS) is
hydrolyzed under alkaline
conditions to provide
monodispersed spheres rang-
ing in size from approxi-
mately 50-1000nm in diam-
eter (see Figure 1). The
spheres were then treated
with aminopropyltrie-
thoxysilane (APTES) to pro-
vide an amino functional
group to which to attach a
photochemical dye.
Ru(bipy)

3
Cl

2
 was chosen as

the dye due to its long ex-
cited-state lifetime and exten-
sive photochemistry. The
acid-functionalized ruthe-
nium dye was covalently at-
tached to the spheres via
amide bond formation facili-
tated by dicyclohexyl-
carbodiimide (DCC,  see Fig-
ure 2).

Typical fluorescence life-
time data shown in Figure 3
clearly suggests the decays
are multi-exponential in na-
ture and that the lifetime of
the dye is inversely related to
the sphere radius. It should be
noted that we believe that
there is some self-quenching
between ruthenium centers.
We are currently varying the

concentration of ruthenium centers to minimize
this interaction and to simplify the decay curve.

To demonstrate enhanced photochemical

bition of fluorescence in sub-wavelength
spheres could lead to enhanced quantum yields
of electron- or energy-transfer reactions.

To demonstrate this concept, a ubiquitous
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functionality, a Stern-Volmer quenching ex-
periment was performed. For our preliminary
quenching experiments, chromium (III) chlo-
ride in ethanol was used as the fluorescence
quencher (see Figure 4). In this experiment,
fluorescence of the dye decreases as quencher
is added according to the Stern-Volmer rela-
tionship: I

o
/I = k

q
τ([quencher] + 1. The pro-

portionality constant is the product of the life-
time of the dye in the absence of quencher and
the bimolecular quenching constant (k

q
). The

enhanced slope for the 100nm spheres indicates
more efficient quenching of the bound ruthe-
nium than to both the free dye in solution and
the dye bound to 500nm spheres.

A full theoretical treatment of the cavity ef-
fect is complicated by the multi-exponential
decay rates and questionable position of the ru-
thenium dye, whether it is just under the sur-
face or just above the surface of the silica
sphere. We are currently attempting to resolve
the multi-exponential decay issue by improv-
ing monodispersity of the spheres and optimiz-
ing the ruthenium doping level to prevent rapid
self-quenching.

The authors wish to acknowledge the Re-
search Corporation and DARPA Grant DAAD
19-03-1-0092 for funding of this project.
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Enhanced photochemistry through optical cavity design

Figure 3. Fluorescence intensity decay of ruthenium-labeled spheres (natural log of intensity is shown).

Figure 4. Stern-Volmer quenching experiment for spheres upon addition of chromium (III) chloride from 0
to 0.015 moles/L.
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Real-time observation of the docking of a single phage-λλλλλ
particle to its membrane receptor
Bacteriophages, viruses that infect bacteria,
have recently been rediscovered as natural en-
hancers of mutagenesis, antibacterial therapeu-
tic agents, and promising nanodevices. How-
ever, our knowledge of the complex molecular
steps involved in phage infection is limited. We
have chosen the phage-λ paradigm as a means
of dissecting the early stages of the infection
process. Using high-resolution conductance
recordings, we were able to track the docking
of a single phage particle to its bacterial recep-
tor: this gives us valuable clues towards un-
derstanding phage-host interactions.

Bacteriophages recognize their host via a
‘key and lock’ interaction with specific surface
receptors. A trimeric channel-forming protein
that mediates the bacterial consumption of
maltooligosaccharides, maltoporin, had been
identified as an outer-membrane docking site
for phage λ: this is one of the best-known tailed
phages. Previous studies of maltoporin inter-
action with the phage were addressed prima-
rily by microbiological and biochemical meth-
ods, and via electron microscopy. Here, the
phage was found to be able to attach to, and
form stable complexes with, maltoporin in
vitro.1

Functional properties of the maltoporin were
studied via incorporation into planar lipid bi-
layers. Here, maltoporin forms stable trimeric
ion-conductive channels that demonstrate pro-
nounced sensitivity to the presence of maltose
and maltodextrins.2 Advanced conductance re-
cording of the channel in the presence of sol-
ute permitted the detection of single sugar
molecules translocating through the channel
pores.3 High-affinity interaction between the
phage and maltoporin suggests that the bind-
ing process can modulate the transport charac-
teristics of the ion-conductive channels.

We report here the real-time observation of
phage λ docking to maltoporin at the single-
particle level. In order to visualize the phage-
receptor interaction we insert a single
maltoporin trimer (purified from E.coli K12
pop154) into a planar lipid bilayer (for details
see Reference 3) and studied its ion- and sugar-
transport activity in the presence of the phage
λ (λcI ind

857
S

sus7
). With the high-resolution re-

cordings we were able to detect the simulta-
neous and irreversible interaction of the phage
tail with all three monomers of the maltoporin
receptor.

Figure 1 shows four successive snapshots of
current recordings from a single maltoporin tri-
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Figure 1. Current recording from a single maltoporin receptor inserted into a lipid
bilayer permits detection of the attachment of a single phage particle. This is
indicated by an abrupt shift in maltoporin transport properties (marked with arrow).

mer in the presence of the phage λ. (A) Upon
insertion into the bilayer, the maltoporin forms
a stable channel with relatively-small steady
ion conductance (~200pS per trimer in 1M
KCl). In the absence of sugars in the membrane-
bathing solution, maltoporin exhibits a steady
ion current. (B) Next, maltohexaose and ph-
age were added to the solution on the ‘extra-
cellular’ (cis-side) of the membrane. Malto-
hexaose (at 30µM concentration) creates vig-
orous fluctuations in the form of the stepwise
reversible transitions to 2/3, 1/3, or (rarely) full
blockage of the current through the trimer.
These transitions correspond to transient reten-
tions of single sugar molecules by the binding
sites of the maltoporin pores.3,4

Within a time interval of 30-600s, (C) a ph-
age particle docks to the trimer, reducing its
ion current and entirely obstructing the sugar
access to all three maltoporin pores: ion cur-
rent through the receptor becomes steady again.
(D) The addition of maltohexaose to the oppo-
site (‘periplasmic’) side of the membrane
(trans-side) causes characteristic stepwise cur-
rent transitions, demonstrating that phage dock-
ing does not destroy the trimeric structure of
the channel and its ability to interact with the
substrate (maltohexaose). It also shows that, in
the phage-attached configuration, transport
properties of all three receptor monomers are
modified in a similar way.
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An extension of microelectronic technology
to nanoelectronics
The preparation of integrated
circuits (ICs) on the 100Gbit in-
tegration scale (bits per die)
may be possible with modest
changes in current production
process and marginal invest-
ment in fabrication facilities.
We hypothesize an IC with a
hybrid architecture: a standard
silicon-based microelectronic
section that controls a
nanoscopic crossbar structure.
At each cross point, the latter
will host a collection of several
(say, 103-104) functional mol-
ecules, each able to mimic—by
itself—the behavior of a flash
memory cell. In this way, the
hybrid circuit consists of a
nanoscale kernel (carrying the
memory elements) linked to a
conventional submicron cir-
cuitry (for addressing, sensing,
power supply, etc.).1

This architecture requires so-
lutions to a number of problems.
First is the set up of an economi-
cally-sustainable technology—
i.e., one that does not involve
excessive use of electron beam
lithography (EBL)—for the
preparation of 1011 cross-points/
cm2. In addition, a method of
grafting the functional mol-
ecules to those cross-points
must be found that uses some
kind of batch processing. Next,
some means of demultiplexing the address lines
must be developed to allow their linkage to the
microelectronic circuit. Finally, we must know
how to design, synthesize, and electrically char-
acterize the functional molecules.

All the above problems have been tackled
in one way or another. Techniques for the
preparation of arrays with pitch on the 10nm
scale have been developed.1,2 Hydrogen-ter-
minated silicon can be functionalized using
simple exposure to alkene-terminated mol-
ecules with the formation of chemically ro-
bust, environmentally stable, Si-C bonds.1

Further, solutions have been found to the prob-
lem of demultiplexing,3 and molecules admit-
ting several conduction states are known.4

Here, we review the status of solutions to the
first problem.

Arrays with pitch on the nanometer length
scale (NLS) can be prepared by transforming
vertical features (like the thickness of a film)
into horizontal features. Although the produc-
ible geometries are essentially arrays, the mini-
mum achievable pitch (10-20nm)1,2 is consid-
erably smaller than that currently achievable
via electron-beam lithography (40-60nm). An
example of the results achieved via the appli-
cation of one of such techniques, the
multispacer patterning technique (SnPT), is
sketched in Figure 1.

Being able to produce arrays with a pitch on
the 10nm scale does not in itself allow the
preparation of transistors with similar-sized fea-
tures: transistor masks are more complex than
simple arrays, and masks at different levels
must have both definitions and alignments on

the NLS. Both these factors
limit the scaling down of de-
vices to the ultimate definition
limit, but they disappear using
the crossbar structure. Here,
two perpendicularly-oriented
arrays (orientation is not criti-
cal) are defined on two differ-
ent levels, and each cross-point
between the upper and lower
arrays becomes the site con-
taining the active molecular
element.

The simplest way to prepare
a crossbar circuit was first
thought to be the following se-
quence: define the first-level
array; deposit an active ele-
ment (which will double as a
vertical spacer); define the sec-
ond-level array. This approach
was used by a collaboration
between Hewlett-Packard
(HP) and the University of
California at Los Angeles
(UCLA) to prepare the kernel
of a non-volatile memory.5

However, this approach has a
serious limit: the active organic
element is incompatible with
high-temperature processing,
so the counter-electrode must
be deposited at room tempera-
ture or slightly higher. This im-
plies the need for physical va-
por deposition, where the me-
tallic electrode results from the

condensation of metal atoms on the outer sur-
face of the organic film. Using this process has
serious drawbacks in terms of compatiblity,
however: this is due to the high reactivity of
the isolated metal atoms.6

Because we need to use organic chemistry
to prepare molecules with the necessary elec-
trical characteristics, the only way to overcome
the difficulties met by the HP-UCLA collabo-
ration seems the preparation of the two arrays
defining the crossbar before the insertion of the
molecule.7 This would mean that a crossbar
could be prepared via a sequence of two per-
pendicularly-oriented SnPTs and separated by
an insulating NLS film: taking care to preserve
the original film, or to regrow a film of equal
thickness,1 while fabricating the second SnPT.
The intralayer oxide is finally etched selectively

Figure 1. Top left: the sequence for
obtaining sub-lithographic features via
the spacer patterning technique (SPT).
(a) Deposition of a sacrificial layer and
definition of a vertical step by means of
lithography and an anisotropic etching.
(b) Deposition of a conformal layer. (c)
Anisotropic etching. (d) Selective chemical
etching of the sacrificial layer. Top right:
the multi-spacer patterning techniques
S nPT. (a) Fabrication of a first spacer by
means of the SPT. (b) Deposition of a novel conformal layer. (c) Anisotropic etching
and fabrication of a second array of another material. (d) Iteration of the sequence (b)-
(c). Bottom right: an S3PT array resulting from three repetitions of the SPT process.

Continues on page 5.
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to form the hosting sites for the molecular
guests. A simplified scheme is shown in the
upper part of Figure 2.

This method has the additional advantage
that its simplest implementation results in ar-
rays of poly-silicon, whose surface can easily
be functionalized with organic molecules.

The lower part of Figure 2 shows a cross
section of a crossbar structure obtained with
the SnPT using undoped poly-silicon and ther-
mally-grown SiO

2
. This picture shows how two

overlapped SnPTs, defined over an area of
350×350nm2, produce 49 cross points and a
density of 4×1010cm-2.
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Figure 2. Top: crossbar fabrication
steps. (a) Fabrication of a first-floor
array of double spacers by means
of S nPT. (b) Thermal growth of a
thin film of SiO2. (c) Fabrication of
a second-level array crossing the
first-level array. (d) Selective
chemical etching of the intralayer
SiO2. Bottom: image at the
scanning electron microscope of
the cross section of a seven-
spacer crossbar structure obtained
with the S nPT process using un-
doped poly-silicon and thermally-
grown SiO2.

Continued from page 4.
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Hybrid plant-virus-inorganic nanostructures: assembly,
characterization and applications
Fundamental limits on
the scaling of semicon-
ductor technology have
motivated the search for
new ways of fabricating
nanoscale devices. A
problem that has
plagued many such tech-
niques is size dispersion:
it is extremely difficult
to manufacture struc-
tures at the nanoscale
that are functionally
identical. Stress-driven
assembly using molecu-
lar-beam epitaxy suffers
from this problem:
nanowires and quantum
dots fabricated by con-
ventional techniques
vary significantly in size.

Recently, biological
species, such as viruses,
have been proposed as
nanotemplates for the
fabrication of nanoelec-
tronic components.1,2

Their natural advantage
as nanotemplates lies in
the fact that they are
nearly identical in shape
and size. Some plant vi-
ruses, such as Tobacco
mosaic virus (TMV), are
particularly suitable.
TMV-U1 has a cylindri-
cal shape: this is convenient for fabricating
nanowires, channels, and other nanocircuit el-
ements. The rod-shaped virus has useful dimen-
sions: it is 300nm long, 18nm in diameter, and
has a 4nm axial channel. The availability of
different variants of these viruses-characterized
by their size, surface structure, genome se-
quence, and coat protein-expands the range of
materials that can be produced via assembly.
TMVs other advantages include their potential
to form end-to-end assemblies, their selective
attachment to predetermined locations, and
their physical and chemical stability. In addi-
tion, TMVs can be coated with metals, silica,
or semiconductors.

While using biological species as
nanotemplates, the coating process must be
monitored and the quality controlled. The
adsorptivity and activity of metallic precursors
with TMVs, and the speed of production, shape
and location of reduced metals on the virus,

are sensitive to the chemical environment, such
as the buffer, pH and pK values, and so forth.

Our interdisciplinary team at the University
of California at Riverside (UCR), which in-
cludes both electrical engineers and plant pa-
thologists, has significantly improved on ex-
isting plant-virus nanotemplating methods. Fur-
ther, we  have proposed a new approach to char-
acterizing the resulting hybrid plant-virus-in-
organic nanostructures (details are reported
elsewhere3). Using plant viruses as nanotem-
plates in this way the concepts of nanostructure
growth and massively parallel production ac-
quire entirely new meanings. Figure 1(a) shows
Nicotiana tabacum ‘Xanthi’ plants inoculated
with TMV-U1 in the UCR greenhouse. We in-
spected the formation and composition of the
hybrid plant-virus-inorganic nanostructures us-
ing both transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) and X-ray imaging: see Figure 1(b) and
(c), where the single 300nm-long TMV

nanorods, end-to-end as-
sembled aggregates, and Pt-
coated TMV assembly are
shown.

Water, the medium for
the assembly process, is
strongly infrared-absorb-
ing. As a result, biological
samples can generally be
better studied using Raman
rather than Fourier-trans-
form infrared methods. Mi-
cro-Raman spectra of the
native TMV, and of TMV
coated with Pt and Au, are
shown in Figure 1(d). Metal
atoms attached to the TMV-
sidewall protein shell can
change the TMV phonon
signatures. The four most
prominent peaks of pure
TMV are the Amide I line
at 1655cm-1, the C-H defor-
mation lines at 1454.5cm-1

and 1332cm-1, and the phe-
nylalanine residue line
at 1005cm-1. For TMV
coated with Pt and Au, the
most significant change in
the Raman spectrum is that
Amide I line shifts to
1664cm-1 and 1672cm-1, re-
spectively. Since the Amide
I line is mainly a result of
TMV coat-protein capsid,
the apparent line shift indi-

cates the change of vibrational modes due to
the binding of metal with a certain functional
group in the shell protein. These results sug-
gest that Raman spectroscopy can be used to
detect the binding of the coating atoms with
specific functional groups in the TMV particles.

Interpretation of Raman spectra and extrac-
tion of mechanical and structural information
requires theoretical analysis of lattice vibrations
in the hybrid nanostructures. Figure 2 shows
the calculated vibrational frequencies and dis-
placement fields for the first two radial modes
of TMV in air.4 The experimental and theoreti-
cal results obtained demonstrate that robust
plant viruses, such as TMVs, are promising
candidates for nanotechnology applications.

The NDL group acknowledges program sup-
port of the MARCO FENA center.

Figure 1. (a) Growth of Tobacco mosaic viruses (TMV) used as nano-templates. (b) TEM image
showing a single 300nm TMV rod and an end-to-end, multi-particle TMV assembly. (c) TMV
nano-assembly coated with Pt. (d) Raman spectra of native and coated TMVs.

Continues on page 7.
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Figure 2. TMV schematic and radial vibrational modes for TMV in air. The direction and length of arrows
correspond to the direction and magnitude of the displacement vector.
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Microlithography-free multi-valued analog memory
device using self-assembled nanoparticle films
Digital computers use binary
states, typically represented
by 0 and 5V, to store and pro-
cess information at all stages
of a calculation. If more
states, ideally a continuum,
were available in between,
the density of information
could be dramatically in-
creased. We have shown that
self-assembled nanoparticle
(NP) films can be used to
implement this kind of con-
tinuous-state or analog infor-
mation storage. Information
is written in the film by trap-
ping charges in a local, gate-
modified potential, and is
then read out using the film’s
built-in ability to sense
charge via Coulomb block-
ade. Figure 1 is a schematic
illustration of one of our de-
vices.

To fabricate them, heavily-
doped silicon chips were first
annealed in oxygen to grow
insulating oxides. The central
trench is 1mm wide by 30nm
thick, and the side oxides
2mm wide by 300nm thick:
the thinner oxide in the trench
results in an effective gate
field. The whole oxide sur-
face was derivatized with
aminosilane (top left in Fig-
ure 1). The silane group
sticks to the oxides, and the
amino group to gold
nanoparticles (~5nm in diameter), in this case
synthesized in toluene by borohydride reduc-
tion.1,2 The aminosilanized chip was alternately
immersed in toluene solutions of gold NPs and
butanedithiol (top right in Figure 1).1,2 The
dithiols link the gold NPs together. For our
samples, a typical film resistance was on an
order of 10MΩ after four NP/butanedithiol
immersion cycles. Electrical contacts to NP
films and to a bottom gate-Si were made with
Indium. Self-assembly means our device fab-
rication process requires no microlithography,
and therefore bridges between nanometer and
micrometer length scales. In addition, layer-by-
layer growth yields three-dimensional func-
tional structures.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of a nanoparticle (NP) device. Aminosilane (top left)
and butanedithiol (top right) were used to form SiO2-NP and NP-NP linkages,
respectively. Vb and Vg represent bias and gate voltages.

Figure 2(a) shows a typical differential con-
ductance map measured at 77K as a function
of bias and gate voltages (V

b
 and V

g
). We kept

V
g
=0 during cooling from room temperature

(RT). There is a conductance minimum near
zero bias voltage at V

g
=0, and the minimum

moves in a diagonal direction as we vary V
g
.

Capacitance encountered along current path-
ways in the film present single-electron charg-
ing energy barriers and give rise to the mini-
mum (Coulomb blockade3, CB) near V

b
=0 and

V
g
=0. Electrons have to overcome these energy

barriers to flow through the film. The device
can be used for conductance switching as in
field effect transistors (FETs) since the charg-
ing energy barriers can be shifted by applying

V
g
, as observed in Figure 2(a).
Interestingly, this device ‘re-

members’ values of gate volt-
ages applied during cooling.
We applied a two-valued
square gate voltage shown in
Figure 2(c) during cooling to
77K, and obtained the conduc-
tance map shown in Figure
2(b): two diagonal stripes can
be seen in the conductance
map. As shown in Figure 2(d),
a cross-section through the
center line in Figure 2(b) ex-
hibits dips at V

g
=-3V and +3V,

which correspond to the two
gate-voltage values applied
during cooling. Since the
choice of a two-valued square
wave was arbitrary, this device
can store multi-valued analog
information by exploiting a
continuum of choices for time-
dependent gate voltages ap-
plied during cooling.

Figure 3 shows how this de-
tailed information may be
stored. We applied cyclic gate
voltages (see middle of figure)
to a device as it was cooled
from RT to 77K, and wrote
certain functions in the con-
ductance map shown in the left
and right. These functions,
reading from V

g
=5V towards -

5V, resemble ‘· · -’ and ‘-’ (U
and T, respectively, in Morse
code). The NP films can be
used, in principle, to store any

function, f(V
g
), using an appropriate series of

V
g
 values and durations, ∆t: this is because V

g
and ∆t can be used to set location and depth,
respectively, of the CB minimum. Functions
that can be stored are subjected to resolution
constraints, and the magnitude of the maximum
gate voltage depends on the robustness of the
gate oxides. The latter can be increased so as
to increase memory density.

Y. Suganuma and A. -A. Dhirani
Department of Chemistry
University of Toronto
Toronto, Canada
E-mail: adhirani@chem.utoronto.ca

Continues on page 9.
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Figure 2. (a) A differential conductance map as a function of Vb and Vg obtained at 77 K and (b) after
application of a square wave voltage (c) to Vg during cooling. (d) A cross-section of the conductance map
through the centerline at Vb=0 in (b).

Figure 3. Differential conductance maps (left and right) obtained at 77K after cyclic ‘writing’ gate voltages
(center) were applied during cooling from room temperature. The stored information in the conductance
maps reading from Vg=5V to -5V were chosen to represent ‘· · -’ and ‘-’: U and T in Morse code.
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Functionalized silicon membranes
for filtration applications
Membranes with various pore
size, length, morphology, and
density have been synthesized out
of various materials for size-ex-
clusion-based separation. An ex-
ample is the sterilization of intra-
venous lines by exclusion of bac-
teria and viruses using
polyvinylidene fluoride mem-
branes with 0.1µm-diameter
pores. Chemically-specific filtra-
tion recently started to be ad-
dressed for small molecules1 but
specific bio-organism immobili-
zation and detection remains a
great technical challenge in many
applications that require the
analysis of samples such as air,
drinking water, and body fluids.

The central goal of our research
is to couple semiconductor
nanotechnology and surface
functionalization techniques in
order to build sturdy platforms for
the selective filtration of bio-or-
ganisms ranging in size from
spores (many microns) down to
viruses (tens of nanometers). The
challenges of this research are threefold: to cre-
ate channels with controlled position, length,
and diameter ranging in size from many mi-
crons down to a few tens of nanometers; to lo-
calize the position of functional chemical units
on these features; and—more than anything
else—to control the organic/inorganic interface
in confined geometries such as nano-channels.

Silicon constitutes a material of choice since
its electronic properties and surface chemistry
are well understood.2 Advantage can be taken
of this basic knowledge to both shape the ma-
terial and chemically functionalize its surface.

Although a standard route to the chemical
functionalization of silicon is to form an oxide
layer and perform silane chemistry, some ap-
plications-such as the functionalization of lu-
minescent silicon nanostructures-require de-
fect-free surfaces. We have developed a syn-
thetic route to covalently anchor bio-molecules
to silicon starting with a hydride-terminated
silicon surface. The surface is covalently
functionalized with an amine-terminated chain
using either a Lewis acid or light to catalyze
the hydrosilylation reaction.3 Protein cross-
linker chemistry is then used to extend the
linker and immobilize various molecules such
as antibodies, proteins and live enzymes.4

We used light-assisted electrochemistry to

produce periodic arrays of through pores on
pre-patterned silicon membranes with con-
trolled diameters ranging from many microns
down to a few hundred nanometers.5 We dem-
onstrated the first covalently-functionalized
silicon membranes and illustrated their selec-
tive capture abilities with antibody-coated fluo-
rescent micro-beads simulating bio-organisms
(see Figure 1). The antigen-functionalized
membranes selectively captured the matching
antibody-coated beads while allowing the rest
of the beads to flow through. These engineered
membranes are extremely versatile and could
be adapted to specifically recognize the exter-
nal fingerprints (size and membrane proteins)
of any bio-organism of interest. A potential
application is the pre-concentration of a spe-
cific organism for sample analysis. An example
is the monitoring of E. Coli in recycled water
produced by water-treatment plants.

By using breakdown electrochemical etch-
ing, we achieved periodic arrays with diameters
down to 30nm and aspect ratios up to 250: num-
bers that had never been achieved previously
using electrochemistry.6 We demonstrated the
potential of these devices for cell-encapsula-
tion applications, for which the main challenge
is to fabricate a capsule that allows the diffu-
sion of glucose, a cell nutrient, while blocking

the diffusion of immunoglobulin,
an antibody triggering foreign-
body responses. An example of
application is the encapsulation of
pancreatic cells: the membrane
can allow ions, glucose and insu-
lin to move through while protect-
ing the cells from foreign-body-
response-triggering proteins.

Our next goal is to add in situ
detection capabilities to the
chemically-selective membranes.
This would lead to a new class of
platforms able to collect, concen-
trate, and analyze bio-organisms
in real time. Applications for such
a device are numerous, including
counter-terrorism, human health
and environmental monitoring.

This work was performed un-
der the auspices of the US Depart-
ment of Energy by University of
California Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory under con-
tract number W-7405-Eng-48.

Figure 1. Top view (background), cross section (center) and zoom-out of a
functionalized silicon membrane. These devices can be used to selectively
capture simulated bio-organisms, colorized in orange.

Sonia Létant
Chemistry and Materials Science
Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Livermore, CA
E-mail: letant1@llnl.gov
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